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Dance in the Circular City: Abstract 
Diane Shooman, PhD 
Spaces shaped by humans – such as cities, or choreographies – are psychograms 
of ideologies about who and what belongs where. Moving with any regularity 
through such spaces must have an enormous impact on the ways each of us 
thinks! Shape-wise, Vienna fans out around the circular Ring Street and its 
magnified mirror image, the Beltway. Is it a mere coincidence that the dance 
associated with this concentrically circular city is the waltz? Or that Arthur 
Schnitzler “choreographed” his shrewd comedy of “social traffic patterns” as a 
rondo? And by the way, in case you’re wondering what high society is up to in 
the Neidhart ballroom frescoes from 1407, they’re also dancing the rondo.  
Vienna is a dancing city, with it unique ball culture, abundant clubs, studios, 
outdoor events, and a collective midnight waltz whirling in the New Year. And 
thanks to the tireless efforts of the ImPulsTanz Festival, the TanzQuartierWien, 
brut, the Vienna State Ballet, a hungry yet determined local scene, and all of 
the people who subsidize, program, produce, make, perform, view, study, 
teach, talk and write about dance, Vienna has also become a flourishingly 
pluralistic, cosmopolitan dance capital. Even so, in the elbowing for 
performance space, dance still takes a back seat to the other performing arts, 
occupying its stages when theater and opera are on a break. However 
profoundly Austria identifies with the arts, dance is the Cinderella of the 
performing arts in Western cultures in general. 
Dance is an intensification of the experience of our physical bodies and our 
social bodies moving through space. Vienna’s inner districts are built on a 
human scale; opulent semi-nude female and male statuary flag the buildings of 
the façades they adorn as proportionate extensions of the human body. Private 
residences, public gathering places, and commerce share the same houses 
much as they did at the very beginning of urban life, and the city regularly 
stages events that draw people in droves for shared communal experiences, 
doubtless also a reason Vienna has been named the most livable city on the 
planet. In 2012, the city appointed a pedestrian representative, a “Fussgänger-
Beauftragte”, and 2015 has been declared “The Year of the Pedestrian”. 
Nevertheless, walking is associated with economic under-development. In the 
EU, the poorer the country, the more pedestrians afoot. In the current 
competition for unimpeded flow of movement in urban space, the pedestrian 
still takes a back seat to cars, parking zones, and bicycles. Our physical 
experiences are largely mediated through car, subway, bus or tram windows, 
and TV or computer screens. Visual perception dominates over physical, haptic 
perception. Whereas contemporary dance has long since embraced pedestrian 
movement, contemporary life has peripheralized the movement of pedestrians.  
What does the position of dance – who dances when, where, and how – and the 
pedestrian – who moves when, where, and how – say about the position of our 
bodies in the invisible city etched in our psyches? Along what paths do our 
minds travel when we – no doubt unintentionally – pit dance against the other 
performing arts, cyclists against pedestrians, or a Museum of Austrian History 
and a World Museum against each other? Vienna’s shape literally embodies the 
idea of center and periphery. In the fight for central, symbolic space, size 
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matters, and so does position. 
Within dance itself, does an unconscious sense of center and periphery prevail? 
Is large better than small, or vice versa, and one form of dance more legitimate 
than another? Visual perception dominates over physical, haptic perception not 
only in daily life, but also in the way we experience, form expectations of, talk 
about and evaluate art. If art is something to be “understood” rather than 
“experienced”, this may account for the fact that many people feel more 
awkward watching a dance performance than dancing themselves, say, at a 
party. How do we see the body, how do we watch dance? If we aren’t physically 
alive to dance, to literature, to music, to theater, to painting and sculpture, or 
to any art, we may “get the idea”, but we’ll probably miss the experience. Art 
cannot be equated either with its themes or its forms. Must art deal directly 
with social and political issues in order to contribute to the critical process, to 
change how we “see” the world? Art can’t solve political problems. But art can 
open new pathways of perception, shifting the lines along which our minds 
travel, to perceive more than is visible to the eye alone.  Art can literally move 
us. 
This talk meanders through the circulatory systems of the circular city, and 
ponders strategies for rediscovering our physical, haptic perceptual powers, for 
re-thinking centers and peripheries, and for considering what connects people 
sharing space at a given moment in time, while watching dance and walking in 
Vienna.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


